T-cell receptor identification of an oligodendrocyte-specific autoreactive cytotoxic T-cell clone without self restriction.
In addition to myelin basic protein (MBP) and proteolipid protein (PLP), oligodendrocyte (Od) membrane autoantigens, such as the glycoprotein M2/MOG, could participate in the pathogenesis of autoimmune demyelinating diseases of the central nervous system (CNS), such as experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE) or multiple sclerosis (MS). We have described an Od-specific autoreactive and cytotoxic T-cell clone, named C2, which recognized M2/MOG without conventional MHC restriction. In order to analyse the Od/C2 interaction, we determined the alpha/beta T-cell receptor (TCR) variable region usages and structures of C2. Monoclonal antibody stainings of C2 and nucleotide sequences show that the alpha chain is composed of a V alpha 5 and a J alpha identical to J alpha 18BBM142 gene segments, and that the TCR beta chain is composed of V beta 17a, D beta 2.1 and J beta 2.2 gene segments indicating that C2 used a conventional alpha/beta TCR for M2/MOG recognition.